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Online news story “This Interactive Sandbox Allows Users to Make Topographical Maps in Real Time,” *Atlas Obscura*, November 29, 2018, New York, New York,


News story “Amrita Computer Science Graduate Develops Groundbreaking Software to Better Understand Brain Activity,” *Amrita Center for International Programs*, online news, Amrita University, Coimbatore Campus, Amritanagar, Tamilnadu, India, April 11, 2017,


News story “Walking around or Slicing Patients’ Skulls in VR,” *VRrOOM Ltd.*, online news about virtual reality, February 18, 2017, Hong Kong,

Online news story “KeckCAVES Virtual Reality Software now for Gaming Headsets,” *UC Davis News and Information*, January 25, 2017, University of California, Davis, California,

News story “Give Your Kid’s Sandbox a 21st Century Upgrade with Augmented Reality,” *New York Observer Online*, online news, Observer Media, New York, New York, November 16, 2016,

News story “Brain Modulyzer Provides Interactive Window into the Brain,” *News Center* and *Egghead*, online news, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and University of California, Davis, California, October 10, 2016,
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/10/10/brain-modulyzer-provides-interactive-window-brain/ and

News story “New ‘Brain Modulyzer’ Software Provides Interactive Window into the Brain,” *Medindia*, online news, Medindia4u.com Pvt. Ltd., Chennai, India, October 10, 2016,

News story “Eastern Michigan U Deploys Augmented Reality Sandbox,” *Campus Technology*, online technology news magazine, 1105 Media, Chatsworth, California, September 1, 2016,


Feature film “Megaquake 10.0,” The History Channel, History Channel Special Features film, Art and Entertainment Television Networks (AETN), New York, New York, January 12, 2011, 9:00pm-11:00pm (Eastern Time), http://www.history.com/schedule/1/12/2011.


News story “New 3-D Visualization Theatre,” collaborative effort involving the UC Davis Tahoe Environmental Research Center (TERC), the W. M. Keck Foundation Center for Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences (KeckCAVES) and the Institute for Data Analysis and Visualization (IDAV), *UC Davis News & Information*, online news magazine, University of California, Davis, California, October 18, 2006, http://www.news.ucdavis.edu/in_the_news/full_text/view_clip.html?id=17363.


Online news story “Gemeinsame Betreuung von Doktoranden an US-amerikanischen Universitäten und der TU Kaiserslautern gestartet (Start of Program for Joint Supervision of Doctoral Students from


News story “Graduiertenkolleg mit den USA an der TU Kaiserslautern (Graduate College at the University of Kaiserslautern with USA),” Die Rheinpfalz, daily newspaper, Kaiserslautern, Germany, February 18, 2005, http://rheinpfalz.de.


News story “Picture This,” Engineering Progress, semiannual magazine, College of Engineering, University of California, Davis, California, Winter 1998.